A new control algorithm was developed for tremor estimation and suppression in a second order linear model of the human elbow joint. An adaptive method developed to estimate a simple harmonic disturbance was generalized for tremorous motion with spectral composition similar to the clinical reports for action tremor. Numerical simulations showed the ability of proposed controller to reduce tremor amplitude without generating significant resistance against voluntary motion of the arm. The designed algorithm can be used in an upper-limb orthosis to suppress debilitating tremorous motion of the arm.
INTRODUCTION
Tremor, one of the most common human neurological disorders, can be defined as "a rhythmical involuntary oscillatory movement of a body part, produced by reciprocally innervated antagonist muscles" [1] . From the clinical point of view, there are four different types of tremor: resting, postural, kinetic, and task-specific [2] . Resting tremor, most commonly associated with Parkinson's disease, occurs when muscles are at rest against gravity and its amplitude decreases with voluntary activity. In postural, kinetic, and task-specific tremors the severity tends to increase with voluntary motion, and thus they are more debilitating for common daily activities.
Clinical treatments for various action tremors include prescription drugs, rehabilitation, functional electrical stimulation (FES) [3] [4] [5] , and, in especially debilitating or non-responsive cases, neurosurgery: deep brain stimulation and stereotactic thalamotomy [6] [7] [8] . Both the medication regimen and neurosurgical procedures can be accompanied by severe side effects: ataxia, * Address all correspondence to this author. confusion, muscle paralysis, hallucinations, speech impediment, and even stroke and hemiparesis. In addition, about 25% of patients do not respond to the treatment or the positive effects are temporary.
Alternatively, a number of different biomechanical methods have been developed to attenuate the effect of tremor at the musculoskeletal level [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In general, the biomechanical methods for attenuation or suppression of tremor can be classified as: passive, semi active, and active control. Most passive methods employ a viscous damping force applied to the human limb by an orthotic device [9, 14] . Hashemi et al. designed a tuned vibration absorber for suppression of rest tremor [15] . The employed control strategy required a good estimation of tremor frequency and an accurate mathematical model of the human arm. Unfortunately, tremor frequency and amplitude, as well as the arm's mechanical impedance are not constant, dramatically affecting the performance of tremor suppression. Although, these passive devices decrease amplitude of tremor oscillations, they induce resistance against voluntary motion as well.
In the semi-active methods the magnitude of the damping force can be adjusted based on the characteristics of the tremor signal [16] . Both passive and semi-active orthotic devices rely of the dissipation of the limb motion energy, and do not employ any significant external energy source to attenuate the tremor.
The active methods for tremor suppression require an external power supply to produce a resistive force that counteracts the tremorous motion of the limb. In the ideal case this resistive force is equal in magnitude and opposite in phase relative to the muscle force generating the tremor. Impedance control methods were developed to change the frequency response of the human-machine system such that it has higher impedance in the high frequency region [10] . Although this controller has bet-ter performance than the passive methods, it still adds resistance against voluntary motion. Also, its performance is sensitive to the uncertainties in the dynamics model of the human-machine system.
The Weighted-Frequency Fourier Linear Combiner (WFLC) algorithm was employed to estimate tremor amplitude and phase. In WFLC tremor is estimated as a pure sinusoidal signal of frequency ω 0 plus M harmonics. An exoskeleton can then be employed to generate a motion equal but opposite to the tremor [11, 13, 17] .
Although all previously designed controllers have seen some degree of success, there are inherent limitations that can considerably affect their performance. The efficacy of the impedance control method is strongly affected by even slight changes in the frequency of tremorous motion, a phenomenon observed in most of the patients. Therefore, frequent and time consuming parameter adjustments are required.
In this article, a tremor suppression algorithm is designed based on an adaptive controller for rejection of harmonic disturbances, expanded to be effective for tremorous motion with spectral composition similar to the clinical reports for action tremor. The adaptation law of the controller estimates the amplitude and frequency spectrum of the tremor from the measured output of the system. Then, a counteracting sinusoidal control force is applied to the arm . Therefore, the algorithm acts only on the tremorous motion achieving effective attenuation and even its elimination. There is no significant resistance added to any voluntary motion of the arm and the stability analysis of the resulting close loop system is possible using traditionally classic nonlinear methods.
HUMAN ARM DYNAMICS MODEL
Mechanical impedance of human arm can be defined as the resistance to infinitesimal perturbations applied at the hand. This resistance is modeled by stiffness and damping. In the following dynamics modeling we try to find the relationship between impedance and muscle force. The dynamics equation for the human elbow joint perturbed by an an external force is [18] 
where J is the moment of inertia of the forearm, θ is the elbow joint angle, τ t (θ, θ) is the torque resulting from joint passive tissues, τ m (θ, θ, u) is the total muscles' torque, u is the muscle input from neural system, τ p is the perturbation torque and τ g is the gravity torque. Assuming the motor command u and perturbation torque τ p are independent, the following variational equation can be derived whereas δθ, δθ, δθ are variational components of corresponding variables caused by purturbation. The coefficients of angular position and angular velocity deviation are defined as stiffness and damping respectively
in which K and B in general are functions of joint torque [19, 20] . Therefore, the linearized dynamics model of the elbow joint around a nominal joint angle θ n , where δθ = θ − θ n , can be expressed in frequency domain as
One can model tremor as a disturbance in the human elbow neuromuscular control system. Thus, in Eq. (4) τ p (s) is the disturbance torque generating the tremorous motion. Xu and Hollerbach [18] applied a perturbation method to identify the mechanical properties of human elbow joint. They reported time dependent stiffness and damping for voluntary motions in different frequencies ranged from 0.25 to 1.0 Hz. The mean value and variation amplitude of each parameter are presented in Tab. 1. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the adaptive control system, designed in continuous time Laplace domain, for attenuating harmonic disturbances [21] . The output of the system in the Laplace domain is given by
ADAPTIVE IDENTIFICATION OF HARMONIC DISTUR-BANCES
whereas u(s) and d(s) are the Laplace transforms of the controller output and disturbance signals, respectively, and P(s) is the Laplace transform of the plant. The plant is assumed to be linear, time invariant, and stable. The goal of the design is to apply a control input u(t) to the system, subjected to the disturbance d(t), to force the output y(t) → 0 as t → ∞. The disturbance d(t) is a sinusoid of magnitude θ d and frequency ω, with Figure 1 . DIRECT ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR DISTURBANCE CANCELATION [21] both changing relatively slowly with time,
whereα d (t) = ω. The parameters θ d , ω, and α d (0) are all unknown. In Fig. 1 . θ 1 is the estimate of the magnitude of the disturbance signal, θ 2 is the estimate of its frequency, α is the estimate of the phase of the disturbance signal, which is the integral of the estimated angular frequency θ 2 . The control algorithm's equations then become [21] ,
where parameters θ 1 and θ 2 are estimated by compensator C(s). As showed in [21] using a linearized approximation one can design this compensator such that
where
, and x 1 , x 2 are
y 1 = y cos(α), y 2 = −y sin(α), and G is defined as
with P R = Re[P( jω)] and P I = Im[P( jω)]. In [21] it is shown that applying the controller defined in Eq. (7) to the plant P(s) the unknown harmonic disturbance presented in Eq. (6) can be completely canceled in a limited time. In the following section we will described how this controller can be used to attenuate tremorous motion. 
TREMOR DYNAMICS AND TREMOR ATTENUATION
Human arm tremor is a nonlinear oscillation with a governing frequency dependent on the tremor type and with variable amplitude. The frequency spectrum of experimental tremor signals exhibits a peak frequency between 3-12 Hz [22] . Nevertheless, in time domain, the tremor signal appears similar to a sinusoidal signal with dominant tremor frequency and variable amplitude. The frequency of change of its amplitude is less than tremor governing frequency [17] . Accordingly, the simulated tremor used this work was a combination of multiple sinusoidal signals with frequencies in the range of 3-12 Hz and their amplitudes are multiplied by low passed random signals with mean value of 1. The resultant signal is shown in Fig. 2 .
A large class of voluntary motion have a spectral composition in the range of 0-2 Hz. This difference in the characteristic frequencies is the most important difference between voluntary and tremorous motions. Therefore, the goal is to design a closed loop feedback control system to attenuate motions with frequencies higher than 3 Hz (tremor) without affecting motions in the frequency range less than 2 Hz (voluntary). Thus, we need to generate two torque signals τ I (s) and A simple feedback controller C(s) is designed for elbow joint dynamic model to move it with a low frequency desired trajectory R(t) in absence of tremor, and the output torque of the controller will be τ I (s) (Fig. 4) . Even though the Intentional Motion Controller C(s) does not exactly reproduce the intricacies of the human neuromuscular controller, it is sufficient to generate the voluntary motion of the joint, and the differences from the behaviour of the human brain will not affect the tremor attenuation. The tremor torque is simulated in a similar way, and the tremorous motion was modeled as a summation of multiple sinusoidal signals with unknown frequency and random slow varying amplitudes (Fig. 2) . The frequency spectrum of the tremorous motion measured in patients has a peak of an uncertain frequency [12] , however the designed algorithm is able to attenuate a more complicated general tremor with multiple peaks in frequency spectrum. Frequency spectrum for simulated tremor is shown in Fig.( 5) where the normalized frequency of 1π rad sample corresponds with 10 Hz. Each adaptive controller A i in block diagram shown in Fig.( 3) can estimate a part of disturbance with dominant frequency in the range of ( f i − ∆ f , f i + ∆ f ) and n adaptive controllers in the form of A i will cover the entire frequency range 3-12 Hz in which tremor may occur. Since the adaptive disturbance identification method is designed based on a linearization of the system, each adaptive controller A i will be stable in the region
Extensive numerical simulations were performed using the Simulink environment of Matlab (MatWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). To assess the robustness of the controller, the parameters of the human arm dynamics model (inertia, damping, and stiffness) were perturbed from their nominal values, such that the entire range shown in Tab. 1 was covered. Voluntary motion was considered a sinusoidal motion with frequency of 0.2 Hz. The frequency spectrum of the assumed tremor had 2 peaks at f 1 = 3.2 Hz and f 2 = 8 Hz (Fig. 5 ) with slowly variable random amplitudes. Figure 6 shows the elbow joint angle for the simulated tremorous motion overlapping the voluntary motion. The resulting joint angle has approximately 30% error with respect to the desired joint angle. Once the adaptive controller was activated the amplitude of the tremor was rapidly reduced as plotted in Fig. 7 . After t = 8.0 s, the arm's angular position converges to the desired trajectory (voluntary motion) and the tremor is practically eliminated. Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum of the joint angle before and after applying the controller. The low frequency part of the motion (0-2 Hz) is identical in both cases, which shows that the tremor controller does not affect the voluntary motion. At higher frequencies, corresponding to tremor, the reduction in the peaks' amplitude is substantial. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A single-degree-of-freedom mass-damper-spring model was used as a dynamic model of the human arm elbow joint. An adaptive algorithm capable to estimate and attenuate harmonic disturbances with unknown spectral composition was developed. The simulated disturbance was selected in accordance with to the human arm tremor reported in the literature. The desired motion was arbitrarily chosen as a sinusoid with frequency of 0.2 Hz, consistent with the characteristics of the motion required for most of daily activities. The simulation results show that the effect of tremor can be suppressed after a short transient period. Following the transient period, the desired and real trajectories of the arm were practically identical. Thus, the disturbance effect (tremor) was canceled, and the controller helps the patient to perform the desired tasks.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 the frequency spectrum for the voluntary motions (less than 2 Hz) before and after the activation of the controller are the same. Therefore, there was no excess resistance against the voluntary motion during the rejection of the disturbance. Another important feature is the rapid convergence of estimated parameters to the actual values, and potential rejection of unknown harmonic disturbances. The dynamics model considered as the elbow joint model has parameter uncertainty, but simulation with perturbed parameter values showed robustness.
The work presented in this paper showed effective suppression of tremor of a model with 1 DOF. This can be sufficient if the task involves an instrument of mechanism, such as a steering wheel. Nevertheless, most daily activities require the use of multiple joints. Thus, it is necessary to develop a multiple degree of freedom arm dynamics model, with each joint being controlled in a similar algorithm. The stability and performance of such a multiple DOF control system will be assessed in the future work.
